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ABSTRACT

The work described was part of a eeBtimiag effort in the 
Department of Ghemieal Engineering to perfect a versatile vapor- 

liquid equilibrium still for obtaining equilibrium data from low 

vacuum to high pressures» A recirculatory still Resigned in the 

department and subsequently fabricated out of steel was modified 

to eliminate the errors experienced in the earlier operation of 

the still* The reliability of the still from 150 mm. Hg to 90 
psia was then proven primarily by obtaining equilibrium data over 

the stated pressure range for the ethanol-water system and compar
ing the experimental data with the data of previous investigators. 

Efforts were next made to obtain equilibrium data for.the bensene- 

aitr©benzene system. Reliable data could mot be obtained as 

chemical reactions were apparently taking place within the still. 

It is recommended that the still be fabricated from a more inert 

material sash as stainless steel to broaden the scope of its use.



INTRODtJGTXOH

A knowledge of vapor-liquid equilibrium is essential in 

computing fractional distillation relationshipse In fact, where 
complete or partial vaporization and condensation occur, phase 

equilibrium is the basis for design calculations0 This knowledge 

is useful, therefore, in the design of equipment for mass transfer 
operations., notably for distillation and absorption o' Thus, the 

determination of vapor-liquid equilibrium data is of prime impor- : 

tance„
The composition of vapor in equilibrium with a liquid, 

at a given temperature and pressure, -can be calculated' from thee- - 

retieal considerations alone,- This calculation, however, is 

possible only for certain ideal systems. The most reliable method 

of determining vapor-liquid equilibrium data is the direct analysis 

of vapor and liquid compositions in equilibrium systems. From the 

experimental'data empirical relationships can be derived. These 

relationships can then be used for the correlation of vapor-liquid 

equilibrium data for that particular system.

Much work has been dome in devising methods and designing 

equipment suitable for obtaining vapor-liquid equilibrium data. 

Constant improvements are being made in the equipment available. 

This work is a continuing effort, initiated earlier in the Depart



ment of Chemical Engineering, towards a successful development of 

recireulatory still which can be used for determination of vapor- 

liquid equilibrium data from low vacuum to high pressures.



■ The efejective &£ this week was te imprew the ©peratien ©£ 

the Tap©r«=lis|ttid equilibriam still, previeosly desigaed ia the 'Se- 

partment es£ Gheteieal Sagiaeering0 The ■ sseree @£ errors irihereat ia 

the earlier 'design- of .the still, were to be ..'eliminated + end 'the ac- 

eeracy of the data obtainable from the still was te.be inpreyed.'

The reliability of the improved still was to be tested by 

the determination ̂ of -yaper-ligttid equilibrium .data of a knows system, 
sash as ethanojUwater, from lew vaeeaa te high .pressures 0 If the 

still were. thus preyen reliable., it was. t© be used for the determima- 
tion of vapor^liquid equilibrium data for the beaseme^aitrobemseme



LITERATURE SURVEY

Numerous methods have been developed for the determination 
of vapor-liquid equilibrium data. Much effort has been directed 
towards the improvement of existing methods and the development of 
new ones. A comprehensive review of the various methods employed 
for determination of vapor-liquid equilibrium has been given by 
Tippecconic (16).

A. Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium Theory
A good theoretical discussion of vapor-liquid equilibrium 

was given by Carlson and Colburn (4). Raoult's law expresses the 
relation between partial pressures and liquid compositions for ideal 
solutions. Refer to page 74 for all nomenclature used.

pi = V i  (1)

For a majority of liquid mixtures the vapor phase follows the 

ideal gas law. Hence,

P1 = PY1 (2)

Therefore,



The number of solutions which follow Raoult*s law is relatively

small among systems encountered in distillation problems, and thus the 
use of Raoult*s law in calculating vapor-liquid equilibrium is quite 
restricted.

It is common to express the deviation of solutions from Raoult*s 
law by introducing a deviation factor.

Thus,

Thus it can be seen that Equation (9) is the same as Equation (4).

P (4)1

The deviation factor y  in Equation (4) is termed the activity
coefficient.

By definition

Vi °̂ l/x1 (5)

(6)

For mixtures following the ideal gas law
f P (7)
1 1

(8)
Hence,

(9)



B. Consistency of Experimental Data
The experimental data obtained will have some error introduced, 

depending upon the equilibrium still used and the accuracy of the meas
urements* A deviation from a smooth curve when the data are plotted 
will indicate any large random error. However, when the equilibrium 
still fails to operate properly, as for example when there are leaks in 
the still, systematic errors are introduced into the data. These errors 
are difficult to detect. To prove the consistency of the data, the 
data should be correlated by a thermodynamically exact equation. The 
Gibbs-Dubem equation is the basis for essentially all thermodynamic 
methods of correlating vapor-liquid equilibrium data. The equation as 
given by Carlson and Colburn (4) is:

X Z d l n Y l X  ) l n Y 2  ) = 0Z  ^ In Y 1 \ ♦ X f
1 I  dX!  j  2 X > X2

T,P T,P (10)

For binary mixtures

^ X = - 3  (11)

Hence,
X [ cilnYl I = X f ^  I n Y 2 \ (12)
1 \  * X1 )  2 \ dX2 /

T,P T,P

Using thermodynamic considerations, Redlich and Kister (12)

derived the equation:



Equation (13) may be used for testing isothermal vapor-liquid equili
brium data.

Thus, if the equilibrium data satisfy the Gibbs-Duhem equation 
(Equation 12), the total area under the curve obtained by plotting 
log f  \ against X must be equal to zero.(Ylv2)

Herrington (6) showed that for isobaric data, the area under 
the curve did not necessarily equal zero. Equation (13) under such 
conditions becomes

1

flog V l  dX = I (14)
V  2 1

u
The term I is equal to the algebraic sum of the areas under the 

curve. The deviation of the area from zero is not great when the over
all range of boiling points of the system at the given pressure is not 
too large.

Because of its differential form. Equation (12) is inconvenient 
to use; therefore, integrated forms of Equation (12) have been empiri
cally developed. The two empirical equations most widely used for cor

relation of vapor-liquid equilibrium data are the Van Laar equations 
and the Margules equations.
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The Van Laar equations as given by Carlson and Colburn (4), are

log y  = A_______  (15)
1 f 1 + AX1 \ 2

\ /
log y  ̂ = B_______  (16)

( ‘ • S  )

At = 0, Equation (15) reduces to the form
log y ^  = A (17)

Similarly, at Xg = 0, Equation (16) reduces to the form
log y ^  = B (18)

The constants A and B are therefore the intercepts of the activity co
efficient curves (log y  ̂ versus X^, and logy^ versus X ).

The Margules equation as given by Carlson and Colburn (4) is

log Y 1 = A + (B - A) 1  (19)

logy 2 = ^  [ B + 2X2 - B) j (20)
Here again the constants A and B are the intercepts of the activity co
efficient curve.

For systems where the Van Laar equation or the Margules equa
tion is applicable, the consistency of the vapor-liquid equilibrium 
data can be proven by correlating the data by Equation (15) and (16) 
or Equations (19) and (20). Tucker and Mason (14) have studied the 
agreement of the Van Laar equation and Margules equation with published 
experimental data. The data available were screened, and only those
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that gave good agreement with the Gibbs-Duhem equation were selected.
Prom the experimental data the constants A and B were evaluated. The 
average values of the constants were used to recalculate the equili
brium data. The calculated data were then compared with the experimen
tal data.

For evaluation of accuracy of equilibrium data, Mason (14)
used the following equation;

D = x 100
(Yl - X ) (21)

D = percent deviation
= difference between the calculated and experi

mental Y values.
1

As a qualitative standard, Mason (14) classified a deviation 
of 0 to 5 percent as good, 5 to 11 percent as fair, and greater than 
11 percent as poor. The correlation of the ethanol-water system by the 
Van Laar equation was found to be good.

Equation (21) was used by Mason (14) because in distillation 
calculations the difference between Y^ and indicated ease of separ
ation better than absolute values of Y^ and X^.

Prom theoretical considerations Othmer and Gilmont (9) related
Y with P and molal latent heats of the components, at constant value 
1
of X .

l0g Y 1 = ~1_____ - 1  1 log P ♦ C (22)

where C = constant.
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Thus a plot of log versus log P should be a straight line 
plot at constant X values. Othmer et al. (10) compared their high 
pressure vapor-liquid equilibrium data for the ethanol-water system 

with the data of previous investigators at lower pressures. They plot
ted log Y versus log P at constant values of and obtained a series 
of lines that were for the most part straight but slightly bowed at 
the high pressure end.
C. Effect of Pressure on Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium

Where vapor-liquid equilibrium data are available at a certain 
pressure and an estimate of vapor-liquid equilibrium data at a differ
ent pressure is desired, the effect of temperature on the activity co
efficient needs to be considered.

The activity coefficient is related to temperature by the 
thermodynamic equation (4).

d ln Y l  == L2
d T 2

RT
The problem of calculating the change in the value of the act

ivity coefficient is simplified when the data fit the Van Laar or the 
Margules equation. In such a case, the change in the values of the
constants A and B with temperature can be related to L , as A and B2
are the terminal values of the activity coefficient curves. Once the 
values of A and B are known, the equilibrium data can be calculated.

Tippecconic (16) in his work with vapor-liquid equilibrium of 
the ethanol-water system, extrapolated his data from ambient pressure 

to 760 mm. Hg by assuming that the activity coefficients were unchanged.



TABLE 1

Effect of Pressure oa'Activity G©efficients ©£ 

Ethanol and Water as Reported fey Tigpeeeeaie (16)

Total Pressure. y  ^
760 mm0 Hg 30 1.67

21 psig 30 1.67
60 psig 30 1.67

76© mm. Hg 5© 1.23

27 psig 5:0 1.23

60 psig 50 1.07

760 mm. Hg 70 1.07

27 psig 7© 1.0?
60 psig 7© 1.08

Data at 760 mm. Hg was obtained frem Carey and Lewis (3). 
Data at 27 psig an# 60 psig was reperted fey Othmer,

MaeHerg Emglmmd and Christopher (10).



- v  ' .

TippeeGmsic®s assumption was justified by the almost constant value ®£

the activity ceefficient frea 760 am. Mg pressure to 60 psig. Table I 

shows effect of pressure on activity coefficients for ethanol=-water systems- 
Be Recent Work in Be termination' of Yapor-Lifuid Egmillbrimm Bata

The following is the latest work done in vapor-liquid equili
brium and is not covered by Tippeceonie Cl6)e

Hertzees (7) developed an_apparatus in which the vapor formed 

in the boiler was partially condensed0 The mixture of vapor and liquid 

formed after partial condensation was passed through am insulated tube 

packed with rasehig rings® This insured attainment of equilibrium be

tween the vapor and the Hqqid® . Upon attainment of equilibrium^ the two 

phases were separated| and a sample was taken of each phase for analysis® 

Smit and Ruyten (15) modified a Gillespie still (5) to include 
bypass containing a sampling tube® A liquid seal prevented vapor from 

condensing im the bypasse A fraction eslleefor made it possible to' 

obtain-8 pairs of samples within about 2 hours. Ah entire range of 

compositions was covered® '

lanhalo,,. Tillar, Jones and Baneh- Xll) obtained isobaric vapor- 

liquid equilibrium data® The technique of simple distillation with con

tinuous addition of feed was used to obtain the data® Samples of the 

vapor phase or the liquid phase, were continuously obtained and analyzed®

The composition of the unknown phase was determined by material: balamee® 

Ising the Rayleigh equation and the overall material balance9 

the foil owing..equation was obtained i
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d CWX )

Y = _________1
1 d OvTzl 

W = Moles of distillate remaining in the distillate flask,
Z = Moles of feed added to the distillation flask,

Ranhalo et al, (11) adopted two techniques for obtaining vapor-
liquid equilibrium data. One was the boiling point technique. The 
boiling points of a series of liquid mixtures were determined, and a 
composition versus boiling point curve was plotted. Then by accurate
ly measuring the boiling point of the liquid mixture while the experi
ment was being conducted, the composition of the liquid mixture in the 
still could be estimated. The vapor composition could then be cal
culated from Equation (24).

In the second technique, vapor samples were continuously col
lected and analyzed. The composition of the liquid phase was deter
mined again by material balance using Equation (24).

Care was taken to determine the weight of the liquid mixture 
at the start of the experiment, the weight of the feed added each time, 
and the weight of the samples taken each time.



Ac Beeeriptien of Bqelpment "

Figure' 1 (appendix) shews a sectional view of the eqtoiliferim 

stille Essentiallyg the still consisted of a ^ap©riser (A)9 an adi= 

abatis jacket (B)s aa eqeiilibriQm cell (e), eoadeasers <$)„ 1)9 sight 

glass (F)9 and sampling ports {K» L)0

The vaporizer (A)-of 4©0 ee0 capacity was heated by an. @x= 

terhally woisad Biehreme wir@0 The teapeeatmre of the rising vapors 

was. affiasnred by a thermocoaple located im thermowell (M)„

The vapors them entered the adiabatic vapor jacket (B), which 

was provided to prevent reflux of vapors la the etpilibrinm cell.

The volume of the cell was 90 -ce» The vapors babbled 'throfigh the 

lifeid im the cello Material transfer ©ccerred between the vapors 

and the liquid until the system reached eqt8£iibriem0 The temperature 

of the vapors leaving the cell was measured by the the thermocouple 

in the thermowell (M)0 The part of the equilibrium cell (G) project- 

img ®mt of the vapor jacket (B) was heated by a# external heater to 

prevent condemsatiom of the vapors« The vaporizer (A.)s the vapor 

jacket CB.)g and the neck of the still9 iaclading the top flange, were 

well' insulated with glass w@ol0



The vapors leaving the eqailibrim cell (C) were condensed in 
the condenser CD) and were returned to the vaporizer through the conden
sate return tube (SX The end of the condensate return tube was sub

merged in the vaporizer so that flashing of the condensate was prevented* 
Also, mixing of the condensate with the liquid in the vaporiser was al

lowed by normal ebullition*

The sight glass (F) enabled observation of the operation of the 

still* Outlet (H) was provided in the condensate return line (S) for 

connection of the still to pressure measuring and control equipment*

Two sample lines (K) and (3L) were tapped directly into the 

equilibrium cell for obtaining equilibrium vapor and liquid samples *

A condenser (E) was installed in the vapor sample line (L), extending 

from the vapor jacket (B) to the inlet of the condenser (E)* Two 

valves (J) and (I) were provided in each of the sampling lines (K) and 

(L) to facilitate sample removal* Am opening (V) is the vapor lime (K) 

permitted the addition of liquid mixture to the equilibrium cell CO*
The port (F) ia the vaporizer (A) permitted addition of liquid mixture 

to the vaporizer (A)*

B* Construction of Still

Figure 1 shows in detail all of the dimensions of the still* 

Schedule 40 seamless steel pipe was used for the construction of the 

vaporizer$ equilibrium cell and all connecting lines* All pipes, re

gardless of size, used in the construction of the equipment, were 

schedule 40 seamless steel pipe* Blind and slip-on flanges, rated at 

600 psi, were used in the construction of the still* The sight glass



(F) in the eendeasate retarn lime CS) was rated at 1000 psi0 A (1/4- 

iaeh pipe (F) was screwed into the toele drilled and tapped ia the adi

abatic jacket (B):e This pipe permitted addition of liquid mixture to 

the vaporizer (A) or removal of the liquid mixture from vaporizer (A)0

The pipe fittings and sight glass (F) were of the screwed type.

The vaporizer (A) of 400 ce0 capacity was made of 2 <l/2=iach 

pipe „ A 2 (1/2 )=iaeh Miad flange acted as the base of the vaporizere 

The blind flange was' bolted to the 2 (1/2)-inch slip-on flange, which 
was welded to the bottom of the vaporizer (A)0 The adiabatic jacket 

(®) was made of 2 (1/2)-inch pipe and was welded to the vaporizer (A)0 

The'total length of the vaporizer (A) and adiabatic jacket (B) was 22 
(13/16)=inches,, . The adiabatic Jacket (B), capped at the tope with a 
(3/8)-inch steel plate, was-bored to permit entry of the equilibrium 

cell (G)e The cell was a 1-inch pipe extending. 9 inches into the 

vapor jacket,, sad was plugged at the top and at the bottom with a 

(3/8)=inch steel plate©

A vapor inlet tube. (0), extending.to the bottom of the equi

librium cell,.was made of (1/4)-inch stainless steel tubing©

The equilibrium cell (C) extended. 3 inches upwards from the 
adiabatic jacket and was connected to a 3000-psi forged steel tee© A 

short piece of 1-inch pipe, 1 inch in length,, was screwed to the top 

of the tee© To this was welded a 600-psi, 1-inch slip-on flange© The 
blind flange, which bolted to the slip-on flange, was bored to permit 

entry of thermowell.(N), made of (1/4)-inch stainless steel tubing©
The thermowell was welded to the flange©
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A bushing im the 1-inch tee reduced the wapos passage line 

fr©m 1 inch to (3/8)=inch.0 The condensate return line- (S) was (3/8)- 
inch in size and reached the bottom of the vaporizer (A)0 The fittings 

-used were rated at 3000 psi„ The sight glass (F) was rated at 1000 psi0 
The condensers (Bs B) were made of 2-inch pipea plugged at the 

ends with (3/8)-ineh steel plates which were bored to permit passage of 

transport line through them0 Coolant connections to the condenser were 

(1/8)-inch close nipples„

During operation at 760 mm0 Hg pressure, pipe (P) was connect
ed through a globe valve to outlet (F) in the condensate return lines 
At the start of the operation of the still, additional pressure was ap
plied through outlet (H) to bring pressure within the still from ambient 

atmospheric pressure to-760 mm„ Hgc Valve (J) was then opened to equal
ize pressure between the vaporizer (A) and the cell (G )„ Valve (J) was 

closed when a pressure of .760 mm. Hg was reached in the still*

Pressure measuring and control equipment was connected to out

let (H) is the condensate return- line e.
Two. sample lines (K) and (L),. made of (1/4)-inch pipe, extended 

from the equilibrium cell (CX They were welded to the appropriate holes 

in the adiabatic jacket*

Both the sample lines were fitted with 3000 psi forged fittings 

and had 150-psi globe valves (J) with Teflon seats at the top and 3000 
psi needle valves at the bottom* A (1/4)-inch plug was used to stopper 
the tee in the vapor sample line when the still was under operation*
Two additional tees, one each in the vapor sample line (K) and the liquid
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sample lines (L)„ were attached directly ahead of the inner valve Cj>
■ to permit cleaning of the. sample lines (K) and CL) after each, sample 

was taken0
Ce Auxiliary Equipment

The auxiliary equipment common for all conditions of opera
tion consisted of heaters, .thermocouples, a potentiometer, a constant 
'temperature bath, and a circulating ptsspo

The vaporizer heater consisted ®£ 2© feet of nichreme wire 
wrapped around the.vaporizer (A), which was insulated initially with 
asbestos paper. Thermal insulation was provided by a 2=inch thick 
layer of glass .wool. The current to the heater was regulated by a 

powerstat.
The two other heaters consisted of five feet each of Glaseel 

heating wires0 The heaters were wrapped around the adiabatic jacket (B) 
and the top flange, and part of the vapor sample line (K) between the 

adiabatic jacket (B) and the condenser (E)e Premature condensation of 
the vapors was thus prevented„ The current through the Glased! heating . 

wires was controlled by p©werstats0 Thermal insulation was provided 

for the equilibrium still by a'2-imek thick layer of glass wool*
DTwo eopper-censtaatan thermos staples, calibrated to -0,1 C0, 

were used to measure the temperatures of the vapors leaving the vaporizer

and the equilibrium cell. Three other e eppe e«=c ons t ant an thermocouples
' ©calibrated to 0O1 C,, were used to measure the wall temperatures of the 

equilibrium still-at points adjacent t© each one of the heaters. The
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thermocouples were connected through a Leeds and Northrop multiple switch 
to a Leeds and Northrop millivolt potentiometer, model '8690e The pro-- 
■eisles of .the potentiometer was - 40 microvoltse

An Abbe - 32 re.fractometers made by Bawseh and Lemb Optical 
.6ov  was used t© analyse the samples. Cooling water at a constant' tem
perature of 30̂ 0,,,' was. circulated thr ough the refraetome te r. 0 The water 

was regulated to the desired temperature:by means ©f a Magniwhirl .atill#
" ty constant temperature water bath, which was made by the Blue-M Electric 

Company, The pump used for circulating the water was an Eastern 100, 

model 1 A pump,

A Cartesian manostat No, 6a, made by the American Manostat

''Company, was used to regulate the still pressure at 76®'mm, Hg and at
' ' ■150 mm, Hg to am accuracy of - 0,2 mm, Hg, Cmnpressed air from the 

building supply lime provided the necessary additional pressure for 

operations at 760 mm, Hg .pressure.® A 'Nelson..”9®©w.model 927 vacuum 
pump was used for vacuum operations of the still.. The pressure at at

mospheric and at vacuum conditions was measured by an absolute manometer 

made by the American Manostat Company, model 10709, The pressure could
. . -4> - - y

be read accurately to - 0,1 mm, Hg, Two flasks of about nine liters 
capacity were used between the still and the manostat to. damp oscilla

tions i® pressure, .

. . The principal components-of the pressure controller for high

pressure operation (circuit diagram shown in Figure 2) were a pressure 

regulator (Mereoid Corporation, model BS 221-105), a relay (Mercold 

Corporation, model V2-26A), and a Bourdon tube gauge. The Mereoid
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pressure regulator provided en=>©££ control of the heaters*
D, Modifications Made to Earlier Still Design to Improve Opera

tion

le Teflon tape was used in the union of all threaded parts6 All

leaks in the threaded seetito of the pipe were thus eliminated,,

2* The sight glass, rated at 1000 psi, was found to leak* The

leaks occurred due to the coarse .facing of the rim which accommodated 

the glass windows in the sight glass* The metal faces were sanded, and 

the glass window was resin bended to the rim*

3* . All neoprene'gaskets were replaced with Teflon gaskets in order

to eliminate loss of liquid mixture by absorption and to prevent possible 

contamination of. the liquid mixture.*.

4, The valves in the liquid and vapor sample lines were found to

leak. The Grane needle valves in the sample lines were of the type used 

to control flow of fluids* The needle valves were replaced with globe 
valves rated at 125 psi* The rubber seats were replaced with. Teflon seats. 
5*. At high pressure, the pressure was controlled by a. Mere ©id

pressure regulator which had a pressure differential of - 6 psi* . Finer
4>control of pressure to within - 1 psi was obtained by regulating coolant 

flow in the condenser.

6* A small amount of Mercury was added to the thermowells CM) and

(N) in order to improve temperature readings by the thermocouples*

7* . A cartesian manostat was Es'ed for. obtaining vapor. liquid equi-

librium data at a eoastant pressure of 760 - 0*2 mm* Hg«
Pressure measurements during still operation at 760 mm* Hg

*■and 150 mm* Hg were made with a manometer readable to - 0*1 mm* Hg*



9S Compressed airg .which entered thretsgh vent (H) show in Figure

1, was''■used to increase the pressure within the still from the prevail
ing atmospheric pressure to 760 m$n0 Hgo The air trapped between the 

vaporiser (A) and cell (G) was at a lower pressure than the pressure 
over cell <C/0' The liquid in the equilibrium cell was pushed into the 

•vaporizer as a result of the excess pressure e. This was eliminated by 
connecting outlet (G) with outlet '(?)«,

10o Two-additional:tees9-. one.-eadh in the vapor and liquid sampling
limesg t̂ ere- introduced ahead .of .the valves (J) in both the sampling 
lines* The cleaning of the sampling.lines thus became more efficienta 

Tippeccomic (16) made a number of recommendations for improv

ing this still*

, . His recommendation ip extend the 2 €1/2 )=ineh adiabatic jacket

t© include the - vaporizer was- carried Put * .The flange formerly'bplting 

the vaporizer with the adiabatic jacket -was placed at the bottom of the 

vaporizer as recommended* • Also the vapor eomdemsate" return line was 

lowered to the bottom of the vaporiser to facilitate good mixing of the 

condensate with the liquid mixture in the vaporizere His recommendation 

to. place the. sight-glass in a loop in the condensate ■ reiura line was not 

used, as this resulted in an accumulation of condensate in the sight 

glass» ; ' • '

His ■ recommendation to remove the vapor sample line and place .a 

sample valve in the condensate .return lihe9 as shown in Figure 12 of his 

thesis, was mot used, as the.eomdemsate .sample obtained would be contam
inated with condensate not necessarily in equilibrium with the liquid



mixttars 0

His .reeeaaeadatito te spot weld. the thermooespies t© the walls 
©f the still was carried out instead by cementing the therm©©©spies to 
the walls ©f the still®

He als© re e ©mended obtaining a mere uniform eoolant flow inte 
the eendenser by making use of a pump® A centrifugal prnip was used for 

coolant flow into the condenser at 150 mm® Hg pressure0 'Compressed air, 
which was ftsed as a coolant at 90 psia was controlled by means'of a 
valveo



PROCEDURE

The apparatus was first, tested for leaks„ Outlets (G) and 

(H) were plaggeds and compressed tfitregea at 1000 psi was. admitted 

to the eqmlpmemt* The still was them immersed im a task ®f water 

to check for leaksc Absence of amy gas escaping from the equipment 

showed that the equipment was leak-=pre©f 0 When no leaks were de
tected,. the. apparatus" was readied for use*

After the equipment had thus heea leak-tested, outlet (H) 

was connected to the pressure measuring and controlling devices„

The heaters were wrapped aroumd the still as described in Section 

V, The condensers were connected.to the coolant supply lines,

A, ■ Atmospheric Operation

About 350 .©c0- of liquid -mixture, were introduced, into the 
vaporizer through outlet (P ), and 70 ©©<,., were introduced - in the 

equilibrium cell through outlet (?) in the, vapor sample lis@0 The 

outlet in the vapor sample line was them plugged with a screwed plug. 

Outlet (P.) was ‘ connected through, a valve to outlet (G)0 Additional 

air pressure was-applied to bring the. pressure up to 760 mm, Hg, The 

valve (P) was kept' open while additional pressure was applied. When 

the pressure reached 760 mm. Eg the. valve was closed. The maaostat 

was then adjusted to keep the pressure at. 760 mm. Eg,

24
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The heater aromd vaporiser (A3 was. termed ©a initially f@ a 
higher temperature than the "boiling point ©£ the liquid mixture im 
order t© bring the liquid mixture quickly to the boiling point0 When 

boiling started, as indicated by the heating ©£ the vapor recirculating 
lime (S.) . and also the appearance of droplets, ia the sight glass C.F), 
•eooliag.-water was started. in the condenser Cl)0. The current was then 

reduced in the vaporizer heater, and the.wall heaters, were turned onc 

The current through the heaters was adjusted so that the heaters were, 

’about 5@ Go, above the boiling point of the liquid mixture«
Thq temperature of the vapors rising from the vaporizer (A) 

and equilibrium cell (O'.were'measured by the •.esppe.r'-coastaBt .ther
mocouples placed in thermowells (M) amd CM),

The level of the liquid in the vaporizer was such that it was 

visible ia the sight glass CP), during the operation* At the start of 

the. operation, material transfer within.the.still changed the level of 

the liquid ia. the. sight g la ssAt equilibfium' the liquid level ia the 

sight glass (P) was constant® To insure a constant distillation rate, 
it was necessary during the, entire ope ration to balance the heat input, 
from the heaters by the. ms© ©f pewerstats with ̂ the heat removal'from 

the condenser CB)0.

Equilibrium was attained when the vapors rising from, the vapor

izer (A) and the liquid returning to the vaporizer (A) as condensate 

were the. same composition, as indicated by am identical temperature 

registered by the therm©©*pl@s in the thermowells CM) and C-H), and a 

constant level in the sight glass CP)0 GW obtaining equilibrium, the
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recirculation was e©atisme$ £&x. tea minutes be fere s@mp$e@ were

obtained for aaalysiSo The sample -Maes (S) aad (L) were .first purged 

fey application of vacuum.by the .building, vacuum supply lia@B. The inner 
valves O') were kept closed while vacuum was applied s and the outer 
valves (I) were opened.̂  The screwed plugs in the tees were replaced 

by nipples t® permit connection of the lines (K).'and CL) t® the vacuum 
line» After fifteen minutes ®f purging.j the nipples were replaced fey 
plugs'| and: the outer'valves (IXwere-, dosed«' Before obtaining the 
samplesj, the cooling water to the condenser (E) was started» Then the 

inner valves ( J) in' the vapor saaiple line. (K) and the liquid sample 
line CL) were Opened- simultaneously■and closed simultameonsly0 The 

liquid collected .in the liquid sample, line was .cooled» The -outer 
valves Cl) were then, opened? and the•liquid.and condensed-vapor samples 
were collected in the sampling bottles =, The bottles were stoppered 

immediately and - sealed e The samples were then ready for analysis0 

When another run'was .-started« the liquid in the equilibrium 
cell «$) was drained ? and' a fresh charge of liquid mixture-, of a dif
ferent. cemppsitiem was -introduced in the equilibrium cell (.©)«. ■ At 
times the liquid mixture in the vaporizer (A) was removed and a* liquid 
m&ture of a'different composition was added. to. the vaporiser (A) 
through outlet <F X

B0 %eration of the Still at Prevailing Atmospheric Pressure

Three runs were made at the prevailing atmospheric pressure 
without application of additional: pressure to terisg.the pressure up. 

to 76© amu Hgs This was done to eoafirm that all the inert#^introduced
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in the vaporizer,-when'additional pressare was applied„ were fleshed 
frera the- still daring the operation of the still and that the 
briam attained was thus the true equilibrium,;,

For the operatibn of the still at the prevailing atmospheric 

pressure, no pressure control equipment was necessary % hence the 
pressure controlling and measuring equipment was disconnected from 

outlet (H)0 The start of the operation was precisely the same, as 

under operation of the still at 760 Hg pressure e The iaerts were 

vented from outlet (H) until a mirror placed at outlet (H) clouded a 
showing thereby that all the inerts were removed* The rest of the 

operation was the same as at 760 mm0 Hg pressure*

C» Vacuum Operation

Very little■modification was necessary for vacuum operation,

A vacuum pump was connected to the manestat through a valve, A tee 

was introduced between the valve and the pump* One end of the tee 

was connected to the pump* The other was connected through a valve 

to a vacuum hose. This hose was used to purge sample lines before 

samples were taken*

The procedure followed for vacuum operation was similar to 

that followed for atmospheric operations* The liquid mixture was 

charged into the cell C O  and the vaporizer (A) as described under 
operations at 760 mm* Hg pressure* The system was brought under 
vacuum by the vacuum pump, and the vacuum was regulated at the de

sired level by the maaostat*

The vaporizer heater was then switched on as before* After
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boiling had started and the liquid droplets were- observed in the sight 

glass (P)p ice water was put through the condenser* A centrifugal 

pump was used to circulate the water through the condenser* Further 

©peratiimal procedures were the same as described under operations at 
760 mm* Hg pressure*

The criteria for equilibrium were the same as. before* After 

equilibrium was obtained 9 the sample lines were purged by application 

of vacuum by the vacuum pump* The valve between the manostat and the 

pump was closed so as not to affect the vacuum in the system* After 

purging the sample lines the valve between the pump and the manostat 

was reopened*

The liquid and vapor samples were obtained as described 

earlier* Ice water was used as coolant in condenser (E) in the vapor 

sample line*

After each run, the pressure was brought to atmospheric| and 

the liquid sample in the cell was changed* At times.the liquid mixture 

in the vaporiser was also changed.

The above procedure was repeated until the desired range of 

values was obtained*

£>* Above Atmospheric Operation
The liquid mixture was charged into the vaporiser (A) and the 

equilibrium cell (G) as described under operations at 760 mm* Hg pres= 

sure* . The calibrated pressure gauge and the Mere©id pressure regulator 

were attached to the still through outlet (H),

Prior to starting the operation, the Mercold pressure regala=
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tec was adjusted-to the required set point«, The pressure regulators, 
the heaters, and the relay were, connected as shorn in the circuit dia
gram in Figure 25

The heaters were switched on. Outlet (G) was kept open until 
all the inerts were driven off by the rising vapors of the liquid mix

ture 0 The exit of inerts was confirmed by the clouding of the mirror 

held over outlet (G)<> Outlet (G) was closed with a plug after the 
inerts were driven off.

The pressure in the still, above the boiling point, was al
lowed to rise to the set point of 90 psdac At the set point, compressed

air, used as a coolant, was passed through the condenser CD),
Ail further operations were the same as described under oper

ations at 760 mm0 Hg pressure. The criteria for equilibrium were also 

the same. The samples of liquid and vapor condensate at equilibrium 

were obtained as described before.

When a new run was started, the heaters were switched off g

and the pressure was brought to atmospheric. Then the liquid mixture in

the cell was replaced by a liquid mixture of a different composition®

At times the liquid mixture in the vaporizer was also changed®'

The above procedure was repeated until a full range of values 

was obtained®

'B® Materials Used'

UoSoP® grade ethyl alcohol of 99,53% purity and distilled 

water were used to test the reliability of the still®

The benzene.and nitrobenzene used for the experiments were
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8Baker Analyzed8 reagent gradee 

Fc Test PrDeedare
The e oppe r~ e ons t ant an thermocouples were calibrated from O0C e 

to 4OO0C e by using a water bath for lower temperatures and a mineral 
oil bath for higher temperatures0 The temperature of the baths was 

measured by standard mercury thermometers certified by the National 

Bureau of Standards0
The accuracy of the thermocouples was determined to be -

0.1*0.

The pressure gauge was calibrated with a dead weight tester. 
The absolute manometer waS cheeked for accuracy with a standard baro

meter.
The constant temperature bath was filled with distilled water,

Dand the temperature was maintained at 30 C0 The water was circulated 
through the refractometer for 1/2 hour before analysing the sample.

The refractometer was checked for.accuracy periodically by measuring 

the refractive index of distilled water.
The experimental data obtained were as follows 8

1. The temperatures at points CM) and (N) were recorded in mil
livolts and the temperature in °Ce was. obtained from'the plot of milli

volts versus temperature.

2. Vapor and liquid samples were obtained in sampling bottles.

The inside of the bottle caps was protected by a cover of aluminum foil. 
Only a few drops of the samples were necessary for analysis.

3. The samples were brought to 30oC. in the constant temperature



bath E>@f@r® analysis'e

40 The refractive im#@x ef the liqeid mixture was then deter

mined by means ©f the refraetemetere

50 The eomposition ef the sample was then determined from the

measured value ef the refractive index*,



TABLE 2

Vapor Liquid Equilibrium' Bata Foe Bth'anol-Water System at 76© 'mm. Mg Pressure

Temperature X1 Y1 v i Y 2 Y^Cal. Y 2Cal. Y^Cal. A  Y 
Y1 “ X1

95.3 2=0 18.16 4.24 1.00 5.06 1.00 21.76 22.1
88.1 8,15 40,92 3.44 1.00 4.02 1,03 47.46 19.9
86*© - 11.00 45.52 3 = 07 1.03 3,35 1.05 49.62 12.1
83.9 17.33 51.38 2.38 1,14 2,44 1,10 52.92 4.5
83.2 20,53 53*2© 2.14 1.11 2.15 1.14 53.20 0

' 81*9 29*32 57.01 1*69 1.21 1*65 1.24 55.86 . 4.1
81.0 36.62 60*24 1=57 1.28 1.55 1.34 59.63 2.6

80.2 45.42 63.38 1.3© 1.42 , 1.19 1,46 62,74 3,5
79.5 54.00 66.89 - 1.18 1.57 1.14 1.59 66.22 ' 5,9
79.1 60*83 70.04 1,11 1,70 1.11 1.69 70.04 0
78.6 71.22 75.86 1.05 1.9© 1.05 1.85 75.86 0
78.1 87.57 87.78 1,01 2.27 1.01 . 2.10 ■ 78.1 0
78.3 ' 89.83 90.00 1.00 2=33 1.00 2,14 89.83 0

Vaa Laar Oonstaats g ^ ” |°:|®
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TABLE 3

Tempo

89.7
84.7 

82.2

Btttilibeiaa Bata at 698.6 mm. Eg Pressure

Bata Adjusted t® 76.0 mm. Hg Press.

xi Yi TM*- xi \
4.00 28.94 4.31 92.6 4.0© 29,40
9.97 44=96 3.22 . 86.6 9.97 -44.26

15.14 49.41 2.57 84.5 15.14 49..76



BBStlLTS

A 0 Reswlts at 760 nm0 Eg 'Pressure
Tatoe 2 gives tMe experimental data ebtaiaed for the vapsr*. 

liquid ."equilibrium of the ethaaol^water system at 760 mm, Hge pres
sure e The calculated values of the .activity coefficients are also 
given in Table 26 The data were correlated by the Was haar equa

tion,, The average values for the Warn Laar constants were obtained 

by the method of least squaresQ The average values of the Wan Laar 

constants obtained, are listed ia Table 20

From the average value of the Wan Laar constants thus Ob
tained, .the smoothed activity coefficients were calculated for the 
same ethanol and water composition' as in the experimental Sata0 
The smoothed activity coefficients are alsollisted in Table .2, The 

percentage .deviation -of the;,experimental equilibrium values of 
ethanol in. the vapor phase from.the calculated.value was calculated 
by Equation (21)o These, deviations are also listed in Table 20 

B0 Results at Prevailing. Atmospheric Pressure
Three runs were made at 698„6 mra» Eg pressure „ The experi

mental data obtained are listed in Table 30 The data were extrapo

lated to 76© mm* Eg pressure by assuming that the activity coeffici

ents remained constant over the small interval of pressure» This 

assumption was justified.by. the almost constant values of activity

34



TABLE 4

Equilibrium Data for Ethanol Water at 150 mm0 Hg Pressure

Temp. ¥1 yi ' Y2 Y 1 Cal. Y ■Gal. 2 Y Cal. 1 A  Y x 100 
CY1 ~ X1)

53.6 . 3.80 26.39 3.95 . 0.04 4.65 1.01 32.39 26.1
50.3 8.00 41.38 3.43 1.02 3.65 1.02 43.95 7.7

48.1 14.30 50.00 2.56 1.06 2.71 1.06 . 51.88 5.3
47.1 20.15 53.99 2.12 1.08 2.18 1.11 55.52 4.5
44.5 42,.5 8 63.61 1.32 1.36 1.34 1.38 64.55 4.5
43.7 54.00 ' 68.24 1.015 1.54 ' 1..17 1.55 69.00 5.3
43.1 62.9© 72.55 1.08 1.71 1.09 1.69 72.90 3.6
42.8 70.19 76.70 1.05 1.83 1.05 1.81 76.74 0.6
42.4 74.98 79.22 1.03 1.98 1.03 1.88 79.22 0

42.0 84.54 85.33 1.01 2.24 i<ei 2.07 85.33 0

41.9 91.15 91.67 ■ 1.00 2.39 1.00 2.17 91.67 0

40.8 95.73 95.68 1.00 2.63 1.00 2.27 95.68 0

A ■ 0.73 
Van Laar Constants: g s Q



TABLE 5

Equiiibritim Data "For Ethanol«= Water at 9© psia

Temp0 X1 Y1 Y 1 Y 2 y  Cal, Y a « .  • Y Gal, 
1

A  Y x 100
^1  " A 2

154 <>2 3,08 21,03 3,92 0,95 4,07 1,00 21,87 ' 4,6

148,7 7,45 ■ 33,25 3,09 0,97 3,02 i,m ■ 32,58 2,1

147,1 10*85 40,95 2,59 ©*93 2,51 1,07 39,72 4,1 '

143,2 2©®i® 48,20 1,84 1,05 1,78' 1,10 46,75 ■ 5,14 ..

143,5 2.0*30 48,00 1,78 1,02 1,78 1,10 48,00 0,00 '

142,2 25,00 50,90 1,56 1,03 1,59 1,14 51,91 3,9

141,3 28,95 52,00 1,43 1,12 1,44 1,17 52,52 2,3

141,4 29,1© 52,60 1,44 1,10 1,44 .. 1,17 52,60 0,00

139,4 37,39 57,81 1,29 1*18 1,26 1,26 56,65 - 5.7
138,4 43,98 60,05 1,18 •• i®28- : 1,18 1,32 • 60,05 0,00

136,7 59*45 67,50 1,02 ' 1,51'" •1,03 : 1,48 68 ,18 ' 8,4

136,3 '68,10 72,70 0,97 1,63' 1,02 ‘ 1,55 76,33
(

78,9

135,9V.82,95 84,40 0,94 1*71 1,00 ■ 1,66 89,46 349,0

A ■ 0O71¥a® Laar Constants: g _ qo26



TABLE 6

Eqailiferiura Data for Benzene"Nitrobenzene

Tempo 3£̂

208ol 6o0

205*6 6e82

2®0e7 7*76

198*9 8*8

? ' 9*7

135*2 46*25

121*6 51*10

116*3 . 60*00

110*9 60*12

95*6 69*15

88*0 95*0

760 mm* Eg Pressure 

I1

24*5 

11*41 

16*08 

20*35 

" 33*75 

82*0 

84*5 

180*0 

100*0 

100*0

1
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coefficients at different pressures as listed in Table 1, The values 
have been obtained from the data of previous investigators (3, 10).
The calculated values are also shown in Table 3.
C. Results at 150 mm. Hg Pressure

Equilibrium data obtained for ethanol-water mixtures at 150 
mm. Hg pressure are presented in the same manner as equilibrium data 
at 760 mm. Hg pressure. The data were correlated by the Van Laar
equation. The values of the constants are listed in Table 4. Table
4 also contains the experimental equilibrium data obtained, the cal
culated activity coefficients, the smoothed values of the activity 

coefficients, the calculated values of Y^, and the percentage devia
tion between the calculated and theoretical Y^ values.
D. Results at 90 psia

The experimentally obtained equilibrium data are shown in Table
5 along with the calculated values of and The data were cor
related by the Van Laar equation. The values of the constants are
listed in Table 5. In Table 5 are also given the smoothed values of
the activity coefficients, the calculated values of Y^, and the per

centage deviation between the calculated and theoretical Y^ values.
E. Results Obtained for Benzene-Nitrobenzene System at 760 Hg

Pressure
In Table 6 are given the equilibrium data obtained for benzene- 

nitrobenzene system at 760 mm. Hg pressure. The data were not corre

lated because of inaccuracies.



DISCUSSION AND CORRELATION OF RESULTS

Method of Correlation of Results
Experimental runs were made with the ethanol-water system to

determine the reliability of the equilibrium still. The ethanol-water 
system was chosen for the experimental runs because of the great vol
ume of data available from the work of previous investigators. The 
reliability of the still was ascertained by a comparison of the data 
obtained with this still with the data of earlier investigators.
The accuracy of the data was also determined by the application of 
the integrated form of the Gibbs-Duhem equation as proposed by Van 
Laar, and rearranged by Carlson and Colburn (4). Activity coeffici
ents V  and V  obtained for ethanol and water were used to calculate • 1 *2
the Van Laar constants. An average value for the Van Laar constants 

was obtained by use of the method of least squares. The Van Laar 
constants were then used to calculate the smoothed activity coefficients

Y  and Y  • The composition of the ethanol in the vapor phase in 1 2
equilibrium with the composition of ethanol in the liquid phase was 

then calculated. The magnitude of the difference between calculated 

and experimental values of ethanol in the vapor phase was an indication 
of the error involved. The reliability of the data was further ascer

tained versus X^. As per Herrington’s (6)

39
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observation, a close agreement in the areas of the positive and negative 
sections of the curves would be an indication of the data. The experi
mental data was compared with the data obtained by other investigators 
(2, 10) at different pressures, with a log-log plot of versus P at 
constant values of X^. A straight line plot would be indicative of 
consistent data. Evaluation of results follow in Sections C, D, E, F 
and G.
B. Sample Calculation

Data obtained at 150 mm. Hg pressure:
Mole percent of ethanol in liquid sample = 70.19%
Mole percent of ethanol in vapor sample = 76.70%

Activity coefficient of etbanolY = Y P
1 _1_

P X 1 1
= (76.70) x (150)

(156.2) x (70 19)
= 1.05

Activity coefficient of ethanolY = Y P

(23.30) x (150)
64.12 x 29.81

= 1.83
Application of the least squares technique to the Van Laar 

equation (15 and 16) in Chapter 4, yields the following equations:
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|3 = nC'Jj. 1 - X1 V <  1 _____)
11 ^  X2 ( l o g 1/2 X^- X2 /\ d o g v  ) 1/2 /

W  7  ' -

=£ n s ^ T W  ~(25)
n

i31 - " < j i  i - / < j 2 y < _ _ i _ \
I 1 C  (logV2) 1/2 Xx /X^dogYg) 1/2 y

r W  <“ >

(i1 = < f _ _ l _ _  - p J < f j L )  (27)
1 0 >  (log Y )  i/̂  1 1 H x T y

 2

n = number of runs

Po = - j —
/ A

P i  = a

n

B

P o  =
/ B

I31 = A E1 1 A
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Prom the equilibrium data at 150 mm, Hg pressure 

n = 10.

I = 14.97 <  J k  , 13.33
Z. X.‘z  IT 1

  = 68.55
1/2

2 = 54.58

1 = 50.88  1 = 27.57
(log\r ) 1/2 (log Y^) 1/2

Substituting these values in Equations (24), (25), (26), and 
(27) the following values are obtained.

P i = 2.61 P i  = 0,86

\ K  = 1*18 K  = 1
.57

Hence, average value of A = 0.73.
average value of B = 0.37.

Using these values in Equations (15) and (16) in Chapter IV, smoothed
values V* and V* are obtained as follows:T 1 1 2

logy =_________0.73_________
1 (1 + 0.73 x 70.197“ 2

0.37 x 29.81
Therefore Y  = 1.05

1
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E Q U I L I B R U  M D I A G R A M  AT 7G0 mm. Hg .
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log y  = 
2 1 + 0.37 x 29.81 2

0.73 70.19
0.37

Therefore,Y = 1.81

Y (Calc.) 
1

1.05 x 156.2 x 70.19 = 76.74
P 150

y x 100 a 0.04 x 100 = 0.6
6.51

c. Results at 760 mm. Hg Pressure
The equilibrium curve obtained at 760 mm. Hg pressure as

shown in Figure 3 is smooth. The smoothed activity coefficient curve 
as shown in Figure 4 is also smooth; thus, it is concluded that at 
least a steady state condition was established in the equilibrium still.

investigators for the ethanol-water system at 760 mm. Hg pressure. It
is seen from Figure 3 that the equilibrium curve obtained with the 
present still is practically indistinguishable from the plot obtained 
by using the data of previous investigators (3, 8, 13, 16). Figure 4 

also shows the activity coefficient plot obtained from the data of
previous investigators (8, 13, 16). The activity coefficient data thus
plotted closely follows the smoothed activity curve calculated from the 
data obtained at 760 mm. Hg pressure. Thus, the data obtained are as 

reliable as the data of many previous investigators.

Figure 3 also shows a plot of the equilibrium data of previous



TABLE 7

Yan Laar Constant Values at 760 mm0 Hg Pressure 
Obtained By Different Investigators

A B

Author ©*90 0*36

Jones s SehoseburB and Colburn (8). 1*04 0*37

Altshiler8 Inger and Kelaehev Cl) 0a75 0o35

Rieder and Thompson (13) 0S59 0o24



TABLE 8

Log / Vl j for Various Values of at 150 mm. Hg Press. 760 Hg Press. 
\ ̂  (Bxptl. ) 90 Psia, 760 mm. Hg Press. (3)

150 mm. Hg 
Pressure

760 mm. Hg 
Pressure

90 psia 
Pressure

760 mm. Hg 
Pressure

X1 log c y  /y ) 1 2 xi log ( Y  / y  ) 
1 2

X1 log ( V  / y  ) 1 *2 xi log (Y 1/ Y 2 )
3.80 0.5786 8.15 0.5566 5.3 0.5527 1.8 0.716
8.00 0.5263 11.00 0.4742 5.5 0.3892 5.4 0.599

14.30 0.3820 17.33 0.3201 13.6 0.3692 12.4 0.441
20.15 0.2923 20.53 0.2856 14.9 0.2304 17.6 0.340
42.58 -0.0132 29.32 0.141 22.5 0.0682 23.0 0.218
54.00 -0.1249 36.62 0.0899 32.3 0.0531 28.8 0.155
62.90 -0.2007 45.42 -0.0363 33.1 0.0531 38.5 0.037
70.19 -0.2441 54.00 -0.1249 62.8 -0.2007 44.0 -0.022
74.98 -0.2840 60.83 -0.1871 73.4 -0.2518 51.4 -0.102
84.54 -0.3468 71.22 -0.2596 76.9 -0.2757 67.3 -0.237
91.15 -0.3768 87.78 -0.3565 98.29 -0.4089 84.0 -0.328
95.73 -0.4202 90.00 -0.3665

<i



TABLE 9

Positive and Negative Areas Obtained With a Plot of Log ( vs. X

Pressure Positive Area Negative Area
150 mm. Hg 12.60 12.78

760 mm. Hg (Bxptl.) 12.09 13.99
90 psia 11.40 12.54

760 mm. Hg (3) 12.70 14.10

-u00
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PLOT OF LOG ( y'/y) VS. X, FOR DATA AT 

7GO mm. Hg. P R E S S U R E .
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For purposes of comparison the Van Laar constants calculated 
from the data of previous investigators are listed in Table 7. From 
the table it is evident that the Van Laar constant from this investi
gation lies within the range of the constants obtained by earlier in
vestigators Cl, 8, 13).

Table 2 shows the percentage deviation between the calculated 
and experimentally obtained values of using the rating system de
veloped by Mason (14); it is seen that the data obtained are reliable, 
except for the data at low ethanol concentrations. The larger devi
ation at low ethanol concentration may be due to analytical error. A 
very slight error in the analysis of ethanol in the liquid phase could 
lead to a large error in the equilibrium value of ethanol in the vapor 
phase, as the rise in the equilibrium curve in the lower concentration 
region of ethanol is very steep. An error of as little as 0.5 mole 
percent in the analysis of ethanol in the liquid phase could lead to 
an error of approximately eight to ten mole percent in the equilibrium 
value of ethanol in the vapor phase.

Table 8 lists the values of and the corresponding values

(Y>v)'
9 lists the areas of the positive and negative sections of the curves in 

Figure 5. It is seen that the areas are nearly the same. The areas 
obtained by Carey and Lewis (3), plotted in the same manner are also 
listed in Table 9 for comparison.

Thus, as per Herrington’s (6) observations, as explained in 
Chapter IV, the data obtained at 760 mm. Hg pressure are consistent.

of log Zv V Figure 5 is a plot of X versus log
\  lzy 2) 1
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TABLE 10

Bqtailibritoi Bata at Different Press tares

10837 psia 2,896 psia 3,675 psia 14,7 psia" 41,7 psia 71,4 psia 90 psia

*1 Ti Yi Yi Y1 Ti Yi

10 43,01 44,8 42,8 44,2 , 42,5 39,6 38,7
2.0 54,7 53,9 51,9 52,9 50,7 49,1 48,0
30 58,9 59,3 58,7 57,3 55,3 54,7 53,4
40 62,1 62,8 62,1 61,4 59,8 58,7 §8,7
50 65,6 66,5 65,6 65,3 64,2 62,7 63,5
so 70,7 71,1 70,2 71,7 69,1 67,8 68,1
70 76,1 76,6 75,5 75,2 75,7 74,0 72,7

a



Figure 6 i s §omparis on ef the experimemtal . data with the data 

of ether', investigators' (2, 10) at different pressMres^ made fey plotting
leg Y versss leg P -at constant valses of X. * The values of X and Y

1 ■ 1 . 1 1
at different pressures are listed in Table 10o The carves obtained are 

a series of smooth hot slightly bowed liness The close agreement of the 

data to the lines shows that the present data is as consistent as the 
data reported in literature.*

•It is concluded* therefore* that the present vapor-liquid 

equilibrium still is. reliable at a pressure of. 760 'mm* Mg®

D. . Results ■ at Prevailing Atmospheric Pressure
The data obtained at 760 mm® Mg pressure compared well with 

the data of previous Investigators® The manner in which the equilibrium 

still was operated left room for some doubt about the possibility of air 

being present in the equilibrium still when under operation® To be ab

solutely certain that there was no air left behind in the equilibrium 

still* the still was operated at prevailing atmospheric pressure after 

making sure that all the air had been purged® The data obtained at 

698.6 stm® Hg pressure was then extrapolated t® 76© mm® Hg pressure®

This was dome by assuming that the activity, coefficient remained con

stant within the pressure range from 698®6 mm® Hg to 76© mm® Hg .pres

sure e The values of activity coefficients for a range of pressures 

from 76© mm® Hg to 60 psia are .listed in Table 1® .From the values list

ed* it is seen that the assumption is justified®

Three experimental runs were made at - the prevailing atmospher

ic pressure of 698®# mm® Hg® The data were extrapolated t® 760 mm® Hg
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S M O O T H E D  A C T I V I T Y  COE F FI C I E N T  CURV E 

AT 150 mm Hg P R E S S U R E .

FIG.  8
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PLOT OF LOG ry r., VS. X, AT 150mm. H3 PRESSURE
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S M O O T H E D  A C T I V I T Y  C U R V E  AT 9 0  P. S. I. A.
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pressure and were plotted in Figure 3, It is seen that the data points 
fall on the equilibrium curve obtained at 760 mm, Hg pressure. Thus it 
was verified that no inerts were left in the still.
B. Results at 150 mm. Hg Pressure

Figure 7 is a plot of the equilibrium data at 150 mm. Hg pres
sure. Figure 8 is the corresponding activity coefficient plot. Both 
the curves are smooth. Hence, it is concluded that a steady-state con
dition prevailed in the still when the data were obtained.

Table 4 shows the percentage deviation between the calculated 
and experimentally obtained values of ethanol in the vapor phase. Ex
cept for the case of the data obtained at very low concentrations of
ethanol, the data are reliable.

Figure 9 is a plot of X versus log ).
1 v 1/Y2

Table 9 lists the areas of the positive and negative sections 
of the curve in Figure 9. It is seen that the areas are nearly the 
same. Thus, again as per Herrington's (6) observation, the data ob
tained at 150 mm. Hg pressure are consistent.

Figure 6 shows the close agreement of the data with data re
ported in literature in a plot of log 'y ̂  versus log P at constant 
liquid compositions. Thus, the data are as reliable as the data avail
able in literature for the ethanol-water system.

It is concluded therefore that the present equilibrium still 
was reliable at a pressure of 150 mm. Hg.
F. Results at 90 psia

Figure 10 is a plot of the equilibrium data at 90 psia.
Figure 11 is the corresponding activity coefficient plot. Both the
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curves are smooth. Hence, it is concluded that a steady-state condition 
prevailed in the equilibrium still when the data were taken.

Table 5 shows the percentage deviation between the calculated 
and experimentally obtained values of ethanol in the vapor phase. Ex
cept for equilibrium data at values for 68.1% and 82.95%, which 
appear to be erroneous, the data obtained are reliable.

Figure 12 is a plot of log / y  ̂ \ versus X .
X V a  1

Table 9 lists the areas of the positive and negative section 
of the curve in Figure 12. It is seen that the areas are nearly the 
same. Thus, as per Herrington’s (6) observations, the data obtained 

at 90 psia are consistent.
Figure 6 is a plot of log versus log P at constant liquid 

compositions. The data at 90 psia fall on the curve in Figure 6. Thus 
the data are consistent with the data reported in the literature.

It is concluded therefore that the present equilibrium still 

was reliable at a pressure of 90 psia.
G. Benzene-Nitrobenzene System at 760 mm. Hg Pressure

Figure 13 is the plot of the vapor-liquid equilibrium data 
obtained with the benzene-nitrobenzene system. As seen from the figure, 

the data obtained were unreliable.
A discoloration of the nitrobenzene in samples taken from the 

still under steady-state conditions was noticed. This was interpreted 
as being evidence of a chemical reaction within the still. Pure nitro
benzene was recirculated in the still over a period of three hours.
The refractive index was determined every half hour.
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TABLE 11

Change in Refractive Index of Hitro-benzene 
Distilled in Still

Time in Hours Refractive Index

© 1*5478

1/2 1=5483

1 1,5475

1 - 1/2 1=5470

2 1=5468

2-1/2 1=5466

3 1=5465
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TABLE 12

Tapor-Liquid Equilibrium Data of Benzene-Nitrobenzeae 
at 20° G0 (17)
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Table 11 shows the change in refractive index of the nitrobenzene ob
served at different intervals of time. This again indicated that a 
chemical reaction was taking place in the still.

One of the products of the reaction may be aniline, since iron, 
of which the still was made, is an excellent catalyst for the conversion 
of nitrobenzene to aniline. The equation for the reaction is:

C H NO + 6 e" + 6 H+  C H NH + 2H 0.6 5 2 6 5 2 2

That aniline was one of the products of the reaction was part
ly confirmed by the decoloration of bromine water when treated with 
recirculated nitrobenzene from the still.

Table 12 gives the equilibrium values of the benzene-nitro- 
benzene system at 20° C. (17). These data points are also plotted in 
Figure 13. A comparison of the two sets of data points show that 
values at values of 6C% and higher are greater at 760 mm. Hg than 

the literature data at 20° C. This was probably due to the fact that 
fractional condensation of nitrobenzene could have taken place in the 
vapor sampling line. The large difference in boiling points of benzene 

and nitrobenzene accentuated this error.
No attempt was made, therefore, to obtain vapor-liquid equili

brium data for the benzene-nitrobenzene system at other pressures.
It was concluded that a chemical reaction was taking place within the 

still.



SOURCE OF ERRORS

Most of the errors experienced by Tippecconic (16) were 
eliminated by the modifications made in still design as listed in 
Section V, The data obtained for the ethanol-water system as dis

cussed in Section VIII are quite reliable.
1. The main source of possible errors remained in the obtaining
of equilibrium samples and the analysis of these samples.

a. There was a limited possibility of some vaporization of the 
liquid mixture while a sample was being taken from the still and also 

while samples were being taken from the sampling bottles for analysis.
b. The accuracy of the Abbe refractometer was £ 0.0001. This 

could introduce an error of approximately 2.5 weight percent of eth

anol when the refractive index of ethanol reaches its maximum value.
c. The length of the vapor sample line could cause fractional 

condensation of the less volatile component. This introduced an er
ror when there was appreciable difference in the volatilities of the 
two components as in the case of the benzene-nitrobenzene system.
(Data of author, 760 mm. Hg, = 6C%, = 100%; Data of Weissen-
berger (17), 20° C., = 6(%, = 92.1%).
2. The other errors were negligible and were due to the limita
tions of the accuracy with which the temperatures and pressures were 
measured and controlled.

66



TABLE 13

Effect of Errors in Measurement of Temperature and 
Pressure on Activity Coefficient

Yi Yi Yi
Precorded Trecorded Obtained P+Brror P-Error T+Error

62.90 150 mm. Hg 43.1° C. 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
25.00 90 psia 142.2° C. 1.56 1.54 1.58 1.54

Yi
T-Brror

1.08
1.54

Ox<1
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a. The copper-constantan thermocouples were standardized to

- 0.1° C. Table 13 shows effect of - 0.1° C. on activity coefficient 

for = 62.90 at 150 mm. Hg and for = 25 at 90 psia. The error 

in temperature measurement was thus not great enough to be significant.

b. The errors involved in the measurement and control of pressure
+were of the order of - 0.2 mm. Hg at 150 mm. Hg pressure and 760 mm.

Hg pressure and in the order of 1 psia at 90 psia. Table 13 shows

effect of - 0.2 mm. Hg for X^ = 62.90 at 150 mm. Hg pressure and

effect of 1 psia for X = 25.00 at 90 psia. The errors in pressure

measurement were thus not great enough to be significant.



lo It w @bM  be desirable to change the experimental procedure

for the operation of the still at 760 mm. Hg pressure, so that no 

inerts are. introduced into the vaporizer (A). The start of the oper

ation would be the same as under operation of the still at the pre

vailing atmospheric pressure® The rubber tube connecting outlet CD) 

with outlet (©) would be removed. The inerts, instead of being 

vented through outlet (H) would be vented through outlet (G). The 

pressure controlling and measuring equipment would remain connected 

to outlet CH). After the inerts had-.-: been vented, outlet (G) would 

be suitably plugged0 The cooling water in condenser CD) would be 

started. The pressure in the still would be very gradually increased 

by compressed air. The gradual increase in pressure would cause a 

corresponding rise in the boiling point of the liquid mixture in the 

still. The rising vaposs from the still' would keep the inerts away 

from the system. Also since the rising vapors from the still would 

meet the increase in pressure, there would be no abrupt change in 

pressure between the cell (C) and the vaporizer. (A), that would cause 

the liquid in cell (P) to be- pushed into vaporizer (A). After the 

pressure had reached 760 mm. Hg within the still, the operation of 

the still at 760 mm. Hg pressure in Chapter VI.
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2C. It is recommeaiei that tlw. vapez sample line be red need t© a
miaimam ia length,, t© eliminate fraotieaal coadeasati©® ©f the vapor 
sample belag takea0

3.o A- small condenser should be introduced in the liquid sample

line.to cool the liquid sample before collection in the sampling bottle0 

This would minimize vaporization of the liquid sample while being trans

ferred t® the bottle, o
4e The material of construction should be changed to a more
inert material like stainless steel* This, would enable' the still to 

be:versatile enough to be used for vapor^liquid equilibrium determine- 

ties of. a larger number of systems*
S» The 125 psia valves in the sampling lines should be replaced

with valves capable of withstanding higher pressures*

6* The flanges used at the top and bottom of the still should

be preferably male and female type flanges* These would be more suit

able for prevention of leaks in operation of the still at higher pres

sures*



CONCLUSIONS

le The previously designed, vapor-liquid equilibrium still

was altered to eliminate the major sources of error. The still was 

proven reliable as evidenced by the good equilibrium data obtained 

for the ethanol-water system over a range of pressures from 150 mm„ 

Hg to 90 psia,

2e A major limitation of the still was its material of con

struction, Poof data were obtained for the benzene-nitrobenzene 

system where iron acted as a catalyst in the conversion of nitro

benzene to aniline. The still cam be used to obtain vapor-liquid 

equilibrium data for systems where iron acts as neither a reactant 

nor a catalyst.
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SUMMARY

Work was undertaken in tite Department of Chemical Engin

eering to develop a versatile vapor-liquid equilibrium still for 

obtaining equilibrium data from low vacuum to high pressures» A 

reoireulatory still was usedL It consisted of a vaporizer, an 

adiabatic jacket, an equililrium cell, a condensate return line, 

condenser, sight glass, and sampling ports (Section ¥)» The still 

was fabricated from steel and was capable of withstanding pressures up 

to 1000 psiao

During operation, the vapors from the vaporizer would bubble 

through the liquid in the equilibrium cell and then be condensed and 

re-cycled to the vaporizer0 The adiabatic jacket provided good ther

mal insulation and more even heating of the liquid in the equilibrium 

cello Recirculation of the condensate was continued until equilibrium 

was attained when liquid and vapor samples were taken for analysis0

Tippeeconie (IS) in his work had found the still unreliable, 

mainly due to leaks In the system, faulty valves and poor gasket ma

terial,. The still was modified to eliminate the above defects, .

Investigations were carried out to test the reliability of 

the still from lew vacuum te high pressures, Equilibrium data were 

obtained, for the ethanol-water system at pressures of 15© mm. Eg and 

90 psia. The data were correlated by the Van Laar equation and com

pared for reliability with the data of previous investigators. The
72



still was fomad to be reliable0

Further work was imSertaten to determine vapor-liquid eqnili-
brimm data for the benae.Be-nitro'benzene system,. Reliable data eould 

not be obtained, apparently doe to chemical reactions taking place 

within the stills

The possible presence of iaerts in the system was a cause of 

concern during operation of the still at 760 mm» Eg pressure0 Recom

mendations have been made to change experimental procedure to avoid 

any introduction ofiinerts in the system,, A change is material of 

construction of the still to stainless steel was recommended to broad

en the scope of its use.

It was concluded that a reliable vapor-liquid equilibrium 

still had been designed to obtain equilibrium data from lew vacuum to 

high pressureso
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